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Sales Price $13,498
Specifications:

Year:  2015  

VIN:  WAUEFGFF3F1109089  

Make:  Audi  

Stock:  M1664  

Model/Trim:  A3 AWD 2.0T quattro Premium Plus  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  [M5] Beluga Brown Metallic  

Engine:  2.0L Turbo I4 220hp 258ft. lbs. SULEV  

Interior:  Black Leather  

Transmission:  6-Speed Double Clutch  

Mileage:  80,418  

Drivetrain:  All Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 24 / Highway 33

Step into the realm of luxury and performance with this exquisite 2015
Audi A3 AWD 2.0T quattro Premium Plus, a vehicle that truly
encapsulates the essence of sophisticated driving. With a mere 80,418
miles on the odometer, this automotive masterpiece is poised to deliver
an exhilarating experience to its next discerning owner.

The Audi A3's alluring exterior is finished in a rich, brown hue that
exudes elegance and class. This unique color choice sets it apart from
the common silver and black sedans, ensuring you'll capture attention
and admiration on every road. The sleek lines and dynamic silhouette of
the A3 are not just for show; they are a testament to Audi's commitment
to aerodynamics and performance.

Slip inside, and you'll be enveloped in a world of luxury, with an interior
swathed in sumptuous black leather that offers both comfort and style.
The seats provide the perfect balance of support and cushioning,
making even the longest journeys a pleasure. The cabin is a sanctuary
of refinement, where every control is within easy reach, and the
craftsmanship is evident in every stitch and surface.

At the heart of this automotive marvel lies a potent 2.0L Turbo I4
engine, delivering a robust 220 horsepower and an impressive 258 ft-
lbs of torque. This powerplant is not only capable but also efficient,
bearing the SULEV (Super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle) certification,
which means you can enjoy spirited driving while being conscious of
your environmental footprint.

The 6-Speed Double Clutch transmission offers the best of both worlds:
the convenience of an automatic with the responsiveness and control of
a manual. Shifts are lightning-fast and smooth, ensuring that power is
always at your disposal without any lag or hesitation. The legendary
quattro all-wheel-drive system provides unparalleled grip and stability,
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quattro all-wheel-drive system provides unparalleled grip and stability,
instilling confidence in any weather condition or terrain.

This Audi A3 is not just a vehicle; it's a statement of success and a
testament to your impeccable taste. It's no surprise that it has garnered
accolades such as Edmunds's Top Rated Sedans, Edmunds's Top
Recommended Sedans, J.D. Power and Associates's Performance and
Design: Highest Ranked in Small Premium Car Segment, and Kelley
Blue Book's Best Buy: Luxury Car Finalist. These awards are a clear
indication of the A3's exceptional quality, reliability, and desirability in
the luxury car market.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel of this Audi A3, cruising down the
highway or navigating city streets with ease and assurance. The
harmonious blend of luxury, performance, and technology makes every
journey not just a drive but an experience—an escape from the ordinary
into the realm of extraordinary motoring.

This 2015 Audi A3 AWD 2.0T quattro Premium Plus is more than just a
car; it's a mobile sanctuary, a symbol of success, and an engineering
marvel waiting to be unleashed. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.
Embrace the chance to elevate your driving experience and make a
statement on the road. Your new Audi A3 awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

2015 Audi A3 AWD 2.0T quattro Premium Plus 

Snapshot

2015 AUDI A3 2.0T QUATTRO PREMIUM
PLUS

Accident reported: moderate to severe damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

13 Service history
records

At least 1 open
recall

2 Previous owners

80,418 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row - Floor mat material: carpet 

- Floor mats: front - Interior accents: aluminum  - Shift knob trim: alloy  

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Cargo area light - Cruise control - Footwell lights 

- Power outlet(s): 12V - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - External temperature display 

- Multi-function display - Trip odometer - Driver seat: heated  

- Driver seat power adjustments: 12  - Front seat type: bucket  - Passenger seat: heated  

- Passenger seat power adjustments: 12  - Rear seat folding: split  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: leather

Exterior

- Exhaust: dual tip - Front bumper color: body-color - Grille color: black with chrome accents

- Mirror color: body-color - Rear spoiler: lip - Daytime running lights: LED - Taillights: LED 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Moonroof / Sunroof: power panoramic  - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy - Front wipers: rain sensing  

- Heated windshield washer jets  - Power windows: safety reverse  - Window defogger: rear

 

Option Packages

Factory Installed Packages

18 Inch Summer Tires
Includes P225/40R18 92Y XL summer tires.

Front Grille Filler Panel
Includes front grille filler panel with chrome strips

for states without license plate requirement.

Front License Plate Holder
Includes front license plate holder for states

which require front license plates.

$550
Mythos Black Metallic Paint

$85
quattro Door Decal - Ice Silver

$180
Audi Guard All-Weather Floor Mats
Include set of four black TPE mats with silver A3

logo.

$180
Audi Guard Premium Textile Floor Mats

$155
Audi quattro Guard Cargo Mat

Black Cloth Headliner

$75
Grocery Hooks

Includes trunk mounted hooks for holding bags.

$295
Homelink - Black

$195
Stainless Steel Pedal Caps

$750
Convenience Package

Includes interior storage package of 12V outlets
for rear seat and trunk, LED interior lighting

package for door handles, map lights, footwell,
and cupholder, auto-dimming interior mirror with

compass, and power-folding, heated exterior
mirrors with driver's side auto-dimming.

$1,400
Driver Assistance Package

Includes parking system plus (front and rear
acoustic sensors) with rearview camera and Audi

side assist.

$550
Sport Package

Includes Audi drive select (steering effort, shift
points, and throttle map), front sport seats which

includes extendable thigh support, and three-
spoke multi-function sport steering wheel with

shift paddles.

$800
Sport Package

Includes Audi drive select (steering effort, shift
points, and throttle map), front sport seats
(includes extendable thigh support), sport

suspension, and 3-spoke multi-function steering
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*Est. payment based on vehicle price (excluding taxes and fees) and associated lender rates for qualified buyers, term length and any associated trade-in equity or down payment

from buyer. Contingent upon seller's acceptance of these terms. Terms may vary.
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suspension, and 3-spoke multi-function steering
wheel with paddle shifters.

$250
Sport Suspension

Includes lower vehicle ride height (~15mm).

$650
Audi Active Lane Assist

$45
First Aid Kit

$350
Rear Side Airbags

Includes rear seat side thorax airbags.

$6,510
Option Packages Total
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